10 years of IST Austria

IST Austria was inaugurated in June 2009 with four professors. Today, almost ten years later, the Institute employs about 700 people, among them 34 ERC grantees out of 51 professors, performing cutting-edge research in biology, physics, mathematics, and computer science. On the occasion of the 10th anniversary of the opening IST Austria will organize a festive event.

We would like to invite you to celebrate with us on the evening of June 4, 2019!

REGISTRATION UNTIL MAY 28, 2019

www.ist.ac.at/anniversary-event
Program

17:30  RECEPTION

18:00  WELCOME WORDS
  Thomas A. Henzinger  PRESIDENT OF IST AUSTRIA
  Alexander Van der Bellen  FEDERAL PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF AUSTRIA

18:20  INTERVIEWS
  Sebastian Kurz  FEDERAL CHANCELLOR OF AUSTRIA
  Heinz Fassmann  FEDERAL MINISTER OF EDUCATION, SCIENCE AND RESEARCH
  Johanna Mikl-Leitner  GOVERNOR OF LOWER AUSTRIA

18:40  KEYNOTE “SCIENCE IN CHALLENGING TIMES”
    Michael Ignatieff  RECTOR AND PRESIDENT OF CENTRAL EUROPEAN UNIVERSITY, HUNGARY

19:00  PANEL DISCUSSION “SCIENCE AND SOCIETY: A REWARDING PARTNERSHIP?”
    Alice Dautry  FORMER PRESIDENT OF INSTITUT PASTEUR, FRANCE
    Edith Heard, FRS  EMBL DIRECTOR GENERAL, GERMANY
    Michael Ignatieff  RECTOR AND PRESIDENT OF CENTRAL EUROPEAN UNIVERSITY, HUNGARY
    Daniel Zajfman  PRESIDENT OF WEIZMANN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE, ISRAEL
    Thomas A. Henzinger  PRESIDENT OF IST AUSTRIA (MODERATOR)

AFTERWARDS RECEPTION

MODERATOR  Birgit Dalheimer

WEBSITE
  www.ist.ac.at/anniversary-event

REGISTRATION UNTIL MAY 28, 2019

SHUTTLE BUS
  From Vienna to IST Austria
    5:03 pm from Wien Heiligenstadt (U4) Boschstraße
    5:00 pm from Wien Schwedenplatz (night bus stop)
  From IST Austria to Vienna
    9:00 pm to Wien Heiligenstadt (U4) Boschstraße
    9:00 pm to Wien Schwedenplatz (night bus stop)

CONTACT
  Christina Philippi
    EMAIL  christina.philippi@ist.ac.at
    TEL  +43 2243 9000 1132

ADDRESS
  Am Campus 1, 3400 Klosterneuburg, Austria
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